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The Vedic Astrology
Online Course
Our approach to the system is a
simple, and yet very precise interpretation of horoscopes and divisional charts. While using only 20%
of astrological methods and techniques of analysis, it quickly and
effectively reveals 80-90% of
the information contained
in the horoscope. Marcus
Schmieke has developed
a course on Vedic Astrology based on a system‘s
approach, which you can
study online.

The ancient human beings worshipped planetary forces as gods.
With that they showed their reverence for a cosmic intelligence and
sanctified the laws that underlie all
existence.

It’s language is universal; it is the
language of cosmic energy that can
be used in all areas of life. According
to great Indian sages, the rishis, the
study of the planets and their relationships is a fundamental medium
for attaining wisdom, for knowledge
about the self, and for realizing the
cosmic being within us.

Prashna 2012 - our
own vedic astrology

Astrology helps us understand
the course of our life and our character, as well as other people‘s
life, and gives us methods to direct
and transform the personality. This
course gives you the fundamental
knowledge of astrology.

We have developed Prashna
2012, professional software for
vedic astrology, which is designed
to help the students to understand
the principles of vedic astrology and
to help the professional astrologer
to do astrological consultations, horoscope interpretations, search for
good muhurtas, transits etc. The
basic version of this software is part
of the course material.

You learn independently from
time and place – with the valuable
guidance of a competent teacher.

Course duration, fees
and application
The duration of the course is
one year for each of the four parts.
The course is extra-occupational.
six to eight hours per week is usually sufficient to complete the course
in the prescribed time span. You
can find the course fees on the application form on our website. The
e-learning courses can bestarted at
any time.

The relation of Ascendents – here the
clear structure of SVA becomes visible
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The Vedic Astrology Course

The planets can become
symbols for the possibilities
of spiritual development and
for heightening your awareness. When we become
familiar with those energies that are represented
by them, we support the
process of development of
our consciousness. As soon
as we succeed in that, we will
not be spellbound anymore staring at positive or negative aspects
of the planets. Instead, we will understand the pattern of our own
life, embedded in a much bigger
cosmic pattern. We are part of the
whole and will view our destiny or
the chances in our life not only in a
personal way, but we will see astrology as a star gate that opens a new
dimension and puts us on the road
to cosmic life.
Astrology is the science of thepossibilities in time; the Vedas describe it as Kala Vidya, the science
of time. Vedic Astrology comprises
the basic structure of the universe
as well as it’s movements.

Content and structure of the course
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SVA 2

• the chronological determination of events
• planetary periods
• the nakshatras - vedic moon astrology
• the systematic analysis of a horoscope
• ten steps of interpretation
• examples for horoscope interpretation

L8

L5

• the sub-charts of the 12 houses
• seprate horoscopes for different areas of life
• charts for wealth, health, offspring, life duration,
marriage, relationships, business etc.
• placement of the karmic axis (Rahu and Ketu)

L9

L4

• the strength of a planet
• how to determine the strength of a planet
• the interaction of the strength and the functional
nature of a planet
• different kinds of weakenings of the planets

the functional nature of the planets
the astro-disc
the significations of the planets, signs and houses
the effects of the planets, signs and houses
aspects, assaults and conjunctions
spirituality in the horoscope

basics of medical astrology
how to find indications for health problems
medical significations of the planets, signs and houses
determination of the bodily constitution according to
ayurveda

• general character and behavior analysis of a persons,
the relatives and family from the horoscope
• birth time correction

L 10

L3

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• correction measures against assaults in the horoscope
• the five most important correction measures
• mantras, colours, gem stones, numeric yantras and
active compassion
• spiritual affirmations for strengthening and
transformation of the planets

L 11

L2

• qualities of the planets, signs and houses
• spiritual significance of the zodiac signs

L6

signs, planets and houses
use of the software Prashna 2012
basics of vedic astrology and astronomy
western and vedic astrology
elements of a horoscope
the spiritual significance of the planetes

• muhurta - the determination of the right moment for
important life events such as weddings, contracts, start
of a building, therapies etc.
• principles of world astrology (politics, finances and
world history)

L 12

L1

•
•
•
•
•
•

L7

SVA 1

• advanced methods of analysis
• how to determine expected events in a future period
of time
• advanced methods for determination of an event horizon for single days, months or years
• Prashna: answering urgend questions without horoscope

The Vedic Astrology Course

Overview over the online course SVA 1+2
Basic course
(SVA 1)

²
²
²

lesson 1-7 in 7 study letters
one video
duration: 6 months

project work

²
²

analysis of five horoscopes which are to be sent in for correction

main course
(SVA 2)

²
²

lesson 8-12 in 5 study letters
duration: 6 months

certificate

²

After successful completion of the two parts of the course the certificate „Vedic Vstrologer“ is
conveyed

duration: 3 months
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Marcus Schmieke, born in 1966
in Oldenburg- Germany, is the
author of eight books on the subject
matter of Vasati. He is the Vasati
pioneer in Europe and the founder
of Vasati, the modern scientific
form of Vastu. He has studied
physics and philosophy in Hannover
and Heidelberg universities and
has been taking long study trips in
India, where he was initiated into
a Vedic spiritual tradition. Among
other branches of knowledge, he
has successfully studied Vasati,
Vedic astrology, Sanskrit, Vedic
philosophy and metaphysics in
Indian monasteries. He graduated
in Vasati studies with a diploma
at the prestigious South Indian
institute Vasatividyapratisthanam.
He studied Vedic astrology
under the guidance of different
masters of Northern India. In 2004
he received a diploma in Global
Scaling Physics from Dr. Hartmut
Mueller (IREF).
In 1994 Marcus Schmieke
cofounded the magazine Tattva Viveka
as a forum for science, philosophy and
spiritual culture. He wrote a number of
books on the subject of natural science,
life processes and consciousness
(Science and Consciousness 1995, The

Fields of Life 1997, Subtle Energies in
Science and Medicine 1997).
With the foundation of the Veda
Academy on Weissenstein Castle
in 1996 he started an institute
for the integration of science
and spirituality that became well
known in Germany. 1998 The Veda
Academy moved to a new location
near Dresden where the focus of his
works became more concentrated
on the research and teachings of
Vasati , Ayurveda, Sanskrit and
Vedic Astrology His training in
modern science as well as in the
ancient knowledge of the Vedas
allowed him to find the scientific
basis of Vasati in a simple set of
mathematical formulas, describing
the resonances of gravitational
waves with space and matter.
Marcus
Schmieke’s
comprehensive Vasati book “The
power of living space” has become a
standard work of Vasati in German
language. In his book The twelve
laws of success for proper housing.
He formulated the twelve laws of
architecture for the first time. On
the basis of this open architectural
system he developed Europe’s first
Vasati training in correspondence
courses. Presently, he is attending
to Vasati students in more than
ten countries. His eight books on
this subject have been translated
in more than fifteen languages and
have been published even in India,
the country of the origin of Vasati.
Additional to his books on Vasati
Marcus wrote four books and a
two year correspondence course
on Vedic Astrology and is teaching
astrology students all over Europe.
Besides his work as a trainer for
Vasati and Vedic astrology, as well
as his being an author and scientist,
Marcus Schmieke is globally active
as a planner of Vasati houses and also
does international consultations.
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The Veda-Academy
The Veda-Academy connectsresearch and teaching of scientific
and educational institutes in more
than ten countries not only in Europe but also in other parts of the
world. The mission of the VedaAcademy is to integrate ancient spiritual wisdom and modern scientific
knowledge for solving the urgent
problems of the present world situation for the individual person as
well as for the society as a whole.
In year 1996 Marcus Schmieke,
the president of the Veda-Academy, started to realize this vision
by founding the Vedic Academy in
south Germany at the Weissenstein
castle. In the following ten years inspired similar academies in different
European countries like England,
Hungary and Croatia. As the result
of this integration the Veda-Academy is now aiming towards setting
the international standard for top
level education in Vedic sciences
and arts. Veda-Academy developed its own virtual online campus
where it offers courses in Vedic Architecture (Vasati), Vedic Astrology
and Sanskrit.
The Veda-Academy has moved
its base to a larger facility in Kraenzlin (near Berlin) and is represented by institutes in England, Italy,
Russia, India, Hungary and USA.
It’s focus of interest is pointed towards offering spiritual solutions
for urgent material problems The
members of the Veda-Academy are
convinced about the value of vedic
wisdom and spiritual experience for
giving guidance for the progress of
science, economy, politics and the
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